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vinners in a competitive system, but
.t least the EDA is utilizing a set of
economic criteria to ensure that the
taxpayer dollars it administers are
scrutinized, and flow to the projects
which represent truly compelling
needs.
Mr. President, we have before us a
mammoth new appropriations bill
which presents an inviting target for
Members to evade this competitive system, and bypass its reasonable guidelines for the expenditure of taxpayer
dollars. The earmark added to this bill
effectively sweeps aside higher priority
requests, and arbitrarily puts one unauthorized project at the head of the
line. Instead of a community receiving
flood control assistance because it's
needs are urgent and meritorious, this
one project will prevail over hundreds
of others because it secured political
support. Well intentioned support, I'm
sure, but unfair nonetheless.
As I have said many times on this
floor, Mr. President, during one of my
many unsuccessful attempts to curb
the Congress's seemingly unquenchable
thirst for more spending, my criticisms
about this specific project is about
process. I in no way ·contend that the
Devils Lake Basin flood control program is unnecessary. I fully recognize
that the Senators from North Dakota
are affirmatively responding to requests for assistance from some of
t;heir constituents.
What I do contend is that the Senate
should not respond to such requests-requests that all 100 Members of this
body receive on a daily basis-in a
manner that circumvents a thorough,
merit-based process, and substitutes
quick-and-easy earmarks in yet another emergency spending bill.
While I am opposed to the Senate
again condoning what I feel is an indefensible process, let me state that I
have not offered this amendment out of
any respect for endless bureaucratic
analysis; I offer it because there are
dire problems facing our communities
and the taxpayers who support them,
and it is wrong to subvert their efforts
to play by the rules when· they are in
need of Federal disaster aid.
Again, I don't question the possible
benefits of the Devil's Lake Basin
project. I do question the wisdom in
the Senate boosting it to the head of
, the line for funding from the Economic
Development Administration, when
there are 84 other project's among
North Dakota's neighboring Sta.tea
that are also anxiously awaiting funding. Unlike Devil's Lake Basin, however, these communities are properly
competing for funding from the EDA
for their disaster needs.
I have been advised by the EDA, Mr.
President, that they did not request
funding for the Devil's Lake Basin
project, nor have the project's sponsors
officially filed a. request for funds with
the EDA's Denver Regional Office,
which allocates funding to North Dakota. and nine other Western and Midwestern States. Therefore, dozens of
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communities in States such as ColoIn my view, the effort to enact this
rado, Kansas, Missouri, South Dakota, proposal as part of an omnibus a.pproIowa, Wyoming, and Utah will continue priations bill is inappropriate. Alto have their needs go unaddressed by though a version of the PLRA was in- .
EDA, while $10 million in new moneys troduced as a free-standing bill and rethey might have competed for will in- ferred to the Judiciary Committee, it
stead be diverted to a single project.
was never the subject of a committee
I am not talking about mere pennies, mark-up, and there is no Judiciary
either. The total earmark for the Dev- Committee report explaining the proils Lake Basin project in this bill is posal. The PLRA was the subject of a
larger than the entire expected budget single hearing in the Judiciary Comof the EDA's Denver Regional Office mittee, hardly the type of thorough refor fiscal year 1996. This one project view that a measure of this scope dewill receive almost $13 million in Fed- serves.
eral aid, while 84 communities in the
At the hearing, Associate Attorney
above 9 States will have to compete General John Schmidt expressed seriwith each other for the Sll million that ous concerns about the feasibility and
the Denver office is anticipating for consequences of the PLRA. While Mr.
this year. Without a. doubt, a. number Schmidt did not take issue with proviof these requests are emergency sions in the PLRA that merely seek to
projects.
curb frivolous prison litigation, he
Regrettably, many communities who noted that other aspects of the prohave developed meritorious proposals, posal would radically and unwisely curand are willing to play by the rules by tail the power of the Federal courts to
competing for scarce taxpayer dollars, remedy constitutional and statutory
will never get a dime from the EDA.
violations in prisons, jails, and juvenile
Obviously, Mr. President, every Sen- detention facilities.
ator in this body is interested in reI understand that my colleague from
ceiving Federal funds for infrastruc- Illinois intends to include relevant exture and disaster aid for their State. cerpts of Mr. Schmidt's testimony in
I'm certainly no exception. Arizona. has . the RECORD, but I will just highlight
over S6 million in requests pending . several of the objections that he raised,
with the EDA, some of which have been all of which I share. Mr. Schmidt ob-pending for several years. For Arizona. served that:
to even have a. chance a.t having one
The effort to tenn!nate all existing conproject funded, communities in my sent decrees "ra.ise[s] serious constitutional
State must compete with ll5 requests problems" under doctrines reaffirmed by the
· R gi
7 Supreme Court as recently as this year;
fr om seven o th er States in
e on •
Provisions limiting the power or federal
which includes California., Idaho, Alas- courts to issue relief in prison conditions
ka, and Hawaii. These States currently cases would "create a very substantial imhave over $100 million in requests pend- pediment to the settlement of prison condiing at the EDA. Most of these will be tions suits-even if all Interested parties are
rejected due to the intense competi- fully satisfied with the proposed resolution."
tion, yet Devils Lake Basin is guaran- "This would result in litigation that no one
teed $10 million without having to face wants ... and could require judicial resoluany competition.
tion of matters that would otherwise be
The $3.8 million earmark for the Dev- more promptly resolved by the parties in a
mutually agreeable manner";
ils Lake Basin project in this bill from
The proposal to terminate relier two years
the Fish and Wildlife Service is similar after Issuance Is misguided because, in those
in the respect that it was not officially cases where the problems have not been remrequested by the agency, in its submis- edied, the "Justice Department and other
sion to the Appropriations Committee Plaintiffs would have to refile cases in order
for inclusion in this bill. There a.re to achieve the objectives or the original
other earmarks in the bill, as well.
order, and defendants would have the burden
of responding to these new suits. Both ror
The amendment I am offering is very reasons or Judicial economy, and for the efsimple, and entirely fair to every Mem- fective protection or constitutional rights,
ber of this body, and every State in our we should aim at the resolution of disputes
Nation. It simply says that funding without unnecessary litigation and periodic
provided in this bill to the EDA, the disruption of ongoing remedial efforts."
Fish and Wildlife Service, HUD, and
All of these problems remain in the
other agencies will be awarded accord- legislative language before us today.
ing to the established prioritization
In addition, I call to the attention of
process of those agencies.
my colleagues an assessment prepared
Mr. KENNEDY. ·Mr. President, I rise by the Administrative Office of the
to express my deep concern about the United States Courts dated June 21,
title VIII of the pending appropriations 1995. The Office found that the "potenbill, the so-called Prison Litigation Re- tial annual resource costs of [the bill]
form Act [PLRA].
could be more than $239 million and
.Jts proponents say that the PLRA is 2,096 positions, of which at least 280
·merely an attempt to reduce frivolous would be judicial officers-Article m
prisoner litigation over trivial matters. judges and/or magistrate judges." The
In reality, the PLRA is a. far-reaching bill appropriates no funds to the Fedeffort to strip Federal courts of the au- eral judiciary to offset this enormous
thority to remedy unconstitutional fiscal impact.
.
prison conditions. The PLRA is itself
Finally, I note ·with great concern
patently unconstitutional, and a. dan- that the bill would set a. da.nger,9118
gerous legislative incursion into the precedent for stripping the Fed8l-a.l
work of the judicial branch.
courts of the ability to safeguard the
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civil rights of powerless and disadvantaged groups.
I do not intend to offer an amendment to this bill, because it is clear
th t a majority of the Senate would
a
.
not vote t~ strike the provision, an!! I ,
do not behave the Senate is positioned
to consider detailed improvements to
the PLRA during debate on this omnibus appropriations bill. But the abbreviated nature of the legislative process
should not suggest that the proposal is
noncontroversial i n Congress.
It is my hoi>? that after the President
vetoes this bill, as I expect he will,
that the administration seek to negotiate changes in the PLRA that remedy
the profo~d constitutional, fiscal, and
practical problems outlined by Mr.
Schmidt and other experts.
I ask unanimous consent that a copy
of a letter sent by myself and four
.
other Senators to the Attorney General on this subject be printed in the
R.EcoRD.

There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the
R.EcoRD, as follows:
U.S. SENATE,
COMMl'ITEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

order, and defendants would have the burden
of responding to these new suits. Both for
reasons of Judicial economy, and for the effective protection of constitutional rights,
we should aim at the resolution of disputes
without unnecessary litigation and periodic
disruption or ongoing remedial efforts."
These problems have not been remedied by
the cha.nges made to the proposal stnce Mr.
Schmidt's testimony.
.
We also call to your attention an asseBSment prepared by the Administrative Office
of the United States Courts dated June 21,
1995. The Office found that the "potential annual resource costs of [the bllll could be
more than S239 million and 2,096 positions, of
which at least 280 would be Judicial officera
(ArtlcJe III judges and/or magistrate
judges)." The bill appropriates no funds to
the federal Judicla,ry to offset this enormous
fiscal impact.
We suggest that the Administration negotiate changes in the PLRA that remedy the
serious fiscal and practical problems. outlined by Mr. Schmtdt'&nd other experts.
Thank you for your attention to this lmportant matter.
Sincerely.
FRED THOMPSON.
JIM JEFFORDS.
TED KENNEDY.

JOEBIDEN.
JEFF BINGAMAN.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I join
Washington, DC, Februo.ry 2, 1996.
Hon. JANET RENO,
Senator KENNEDY in raising my strong
Attorney General of the United States, Depart- concerns about the Prison Litigation
ment of Justice, Washington, DC.
Reform Act, a section of S. 1594. In atDEAR MADAM ATI'ORNEY GENERAL: We write
tempting to curtail frivolous prisoner
to express our concern about aspects of the
Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA), which lawsuits, this legislation goes much
has passed Congress as title Vill of the Com- too far, and instead may make it immerce, State, and Justice Departments Ap- possible for the Federal courts to rempropriations b11L President Clinton vetoed edy constitutional and statutory violathis appropriations b1ll on December 18, but tions in prisons, jails, and juvenile deit is our underatanding that Issues such as tention facilities. No doubt there are
the PLRA may be the subject of negotiations prisoners who bring baseless suits that
between the Administration and membera of
the Appropriations Committees in the com- deserve to be thrown out of court. But
unfortunately, in many instances there
ing weeks.
we do not take issue with provisions in the are legitimate claims that deserve to
PLRA that merely seek to curb frivolous be addressed. History is replete with
prison litigation. But In other respects, the examples of egregious violations of
PLRA is far reaching legislation that would prisoners' rights. These cases reveal
unwisely reduce the power of the federal abuses and inhumane treatment which
courts to remedy constitutional and statu- cannot be justified no matter what the
tory violations in prisons, jails, and juven1le crime. In seeking to curtail frivolous
detention Ca.cilities.
PLRA was considered as one of many is- lawsuits, we cannot deprive individuals
sues on the appropriations bill. For this rea- of their basic civil rights. We must find
son, PLRA passed on a voice vote following the proper balance.
relatively brief debate. But the manner in
My colleague from Illinois, Associate
which the bill passed the Senate should not U.S. Attorney General John Schmidt,
suggest to you that the Senate considera the testified before the Senate Judiciary
proposal to be entirely noncontroveralal.
In particular, we share some of the con- Committee on July 27, 1995, and raised
cerns that Associate Attorney General John numerous concerns about this legislaR. Schmidt raised in his testimony before tion. I have included a copy of his comthe Senate Judiciary Committee on July 27, ments for my colleagues to review. I
1995. Mr. Schmidt noted that provisions lim- should also note that at the same heariting the power of federal courts to issue re- ing, former Attorney General Barr of
lief in prison conditions cases would "create the Bush administration, agreed with
a very substantial Impediment to the settle- the assertion that there are constitument of prison conditions suits-even If all
Interested pa."rties are fully satislfed with the tional problems with the bill as drafted
proposed resolution." "This would result in which have not yet been addressed.
As outlined in Mr. Schmidt's testilitigation that no one wants ... and could
require judicial resolution cif mattera that mony, the bill has so many problems
would otherwise be more promptly resolved that I cannot list them all here. So let.
by the parties in a mutually agreeable man- me· describe just a few. First, the bill
ner."
severely limits the options available to
Mr. Schmidt also pointed out that the pro- States and courts in remedying legitiposal to terminate relief two yeara after Is- mate complaints. For example, the bill
suance is troublesome because, in those
cases where the problems have not been rem- makes it virtually impossible for
edied, the "Justice Department and other States to enter into consent decrees
Plaintiffs would .. have to refile cases in order even when the consent decree may well
to achieve the objectives of the original be in the State's best interest for both

fiscal and policy reasons. Similarly,
this legislation, by creating new and
burdensome standards of review, would
effectively prohibit courts ri-om placing
population caps on prisons. Prison
overcrowding obviously creates a serious threat to the general public, as
well as to prison staffs and the inmates
themselves. We must not exacerbate
this problem. ·Furthermore, the bill
places undue burdens on States and
courts by requiring that relief be terminated 2 years after iBBuance even in
cases where the problems have not
been remedied
I a.m very discouraged that this le8is- .
lation was considered as one of many
issues on an appropriations bill. Legislation with such far reaching implications certainly deserves to be thoroughly examined by_ the committee of
jurisdiction and not i>assed as a rider
to an appropi-iations bill. I urge ·the
White House to carefully review these
provisions and work with Congress to
make the necessary changes to remedy
the myriad of constitutional and practical problems found in this far-reaching legislation.
I ask unanimous consent that the
relevant :Portions of Mr. Schmidt's testimony be printed in the R.EcoRD.
There being no objection, the testimony was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
TEsTIMONY OF JOHN 8cmmrr
REFORMS RELATING TO PRISONER LITIGATION

The Department also supports improvements of the criminal Justice ··system
through the Implementation of other reforms. Several pending bills under consideration by the Senate contain three sets of reforms that are Intended to curb abuses\or
perceived excesses in prisoner litigation or
prison conditions suits.
'
The flrst set of provisions appears in title
n of H.R. 667 as Pa.ssed by the House of Representatives, and in §103 of S. 3. These provisions strengthen the requirement or exhaustion of administrative remedies under the
Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons Act
(CRIPA) for state prisoner suits, and adopt
other safeguards against abusive »r1soner
litigation. We have endol'5ed these reforms
in an earlier communication to Congress.1
We also recommend that parallel provisions
be adopted to required federal prisonera to
exhaust administrative remedies prior to_
commencing litigation.
Tile second set of provisions appeara in a
new b!ll. S. 866, which we have not ·previously commented on. The provisions -in
this bill have some overlap with those in § 103
of S. 3 and title Il of H.R. fXJ7, but also incorporate a number of new proposals. We support the .objectives of S. 866 and many of the
specific provisions in the bill. In some instances, we have recommendations for alternative formulations that could realize the
blll's objectives more effectively.
The third set of provisions appears In S.
400, and in title ill of H.R. 667 as passed by
the House of Representatives, the "Stop
Turning Out Prlsonera" (STOP) proposal.
The Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 enacted 18 U.S.C. 3626,
which limits remedies In prison conditions
litigation. The STOP proposal would amend
this section to impose various additional
conditions and restrictions._ We support t~e
'Letter of Assistant Genera.I Shalla F. Anthony to
Honorable Henry J. Hyde concerning H.R. 3. at 17-i9
(January

26. 1996).
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basic objective of this legislation, including
particularly tli.e principle that judicial caps
on prison populations must be used only as a
last resort when no other remedy is available
for a constitutional violation, although we
have constitutional or policy concerns about
a few of its specific provisions.
A. The Provisions in§ 103 of S. 3 and H.R. 667

title II
As noted above, we support the enactment
of this set of provisions.
The Civil Rights of Institutionalized Person Act (42 U.S.C. §1997e) currently authorizes federal courts to suspend §1983 suits by
prisoners for up to 180 days In order to require exhaustion of administrative remedies.
Section 103(a)-(b), (e) of S. 3 strengthens the
administrative exhaustion rules In this context--and brings it more into line with administrative exhaustion rules that apply in
other contexts-by generally prohibiting
prisoner §1983 suits until administrative
remedies are exhausted.
As noted above, we recommend that this
proposal also Incorporate a rule requiring
federal prisoners to exhaust administrative
remedies prior to commencing litigation. A
reform or this type is as desirable for federal
prisoners as the corresponding strengthening
of the exhaustion provision for state prisoners that now appeari in section 103 of S. 3.
We would be pleased to work with Interested
members of Congress in formulating such a
provision.
Section 103(c) of S. 3 directs a court to dismiss a prisoner § 1983 suit if the court is satisfied that the action fails to state a claim
upon which relief can be granted or is frivolous or malicious. A rule of this type is desirable to minimize the burden on states of responding unnecessarily to prisoner suits that
lack merit and are sometimes brought for
purposes of harassment or recreation.
Section 103(d) of S. 3 deletes from the minimum standards for prison grievance systems
in 42 U.S.C. 1997e(b)(2) the requirement of an
advisory role for employees and .inmates (at
the most decentralized level as is reasonably
possible) in the formulation, implementation, and operation of the system. This removes the condition that has been the greatest impediment In the past to the wlllingness
of state and local jurisdictions to seek certification for their grievance systems.
Section 103(0 of S. 3 strengthens safeguards against and sanctions for false allegations of poverty by prisoners who seek to
proceed in forma pauperis. Subsection (d) of
28 U.S.C. 1915 currently "reads as follows:
"The court may request an attorney to "re~
resent any such person unable to employ
counsel and may dismiss the case if the allegation of poverty Is untrue, or if satisfied"
that the action is frivolous or malicious."
Section 103(f)(l) of S. 3 amends that subsection to read as follows: "The court may
request an attorney to represent any such
person unable to employ counsel and shall at
any time dismiss the case if the allegation of
p<iverty is untrue, or if satisfied that the action fails to state a claim upon which relief
may be granted or Is frivolous or malicious
even If partial filing fees have been imposed
by the court."
Section 103(!)(2) of S. 3 adds a new subsection (f) to 28 U.S.C. 19i5 which states that
an affidavit of indigency by a prisoner shall
include a statement of all assets the prisoner
possesses. The new subsection further directs
the court to make inquiry of the correctional institution in which the prisoner is incarcerated for information available to that
institution relating to the extent of the prisoner's assets. This is a reasonable precaution. The new subsection concludes by
stating that the court "shall require full or
partial payment of filing fees according to

the prisoner's abllity to pay." We would not
understand this language as limiting the
court's authority to require payment by the
prisoner in installments, up to the full
amount of flllng fees and other applicable
costs, where the prisoner lacks the means to
make full payment at once.
B. S. 866
Section 2 in S. 866 amends the in fonna
pauperis statute, 28 U.S.C. 1915, In the following manner: (1) The authority to allow a suit
without prepayment of fees-as opposed to
costs----ln subsection (a) is deleted. (2) A prisoner bringing a suit would have to submit a
statement of his prison account balance for
the preceding six months. (3) A prisoner
would be liable in all "cases to pay the full
amount of a filing fee. An Initial partial fee
of 20% of the average monthly deposits to or
average monthly balance in the prisoner's
account would be required, and thereafter
the prisoner would be required to make
monthly payments of 20% of the preceding
month's income credited to the account,
with the agency having custody of the prisoner forwarding such payments whenever the
amount in the account exceeds SlO. However,
a prisoner would not be barred from bringing
any action because of lnab111ty to pay the
Initial partial tee. (4) If a Judgment against
a prisoner includes the payment of costs, the
prisoner would be required to pay the full
amount of costs ordered, in the same manner
provided for the payment of filing fees by the
amendments.
In essence, the point of these amendments
ls to ensure that prisoners will be fully liable
for filing fees and costs in all cases. subject
to the proviso that prisoners will not be
barred from suing because of this llabllity if
they are actually unable to pay. We support
this reform in light of the frequency with
which prisoners me frivolous and harassing
suits, and the general absence of other disincentives to doing so.
However, the complicated standards and
detailed numerical prescriptions In this section are not necessary to achieve this objective. It would be adequate to provide simply
that prisoners are fully liable for fees and
costs, that their applications must be accompanied by certified prison account information, and that funds from their accounts are
to be forwarded periodically when the balance exceeds a specified amount (such as SlO)
until the llabllity ls discharged. We would be
pleased to work with the sponsors to refine
this proposal.
In addition to these amendments relating
to fees and costs, §2 of S. 866 strengthens" 28
U.S.C. 1915(d) to provide that the court shall
dismiss the case at any time if the allegation
of poverty Is untrue or if the action is frivolous or malicious or fails to state a claim.
This ls substantially the same as provisions
Included in §103 of S. 3 and title II of H.R.
fRT, which we support.
Section 3 of S. 866 essentially directs
courts to review as promptly as possible
suits by prisoners against governmental entities or their officers or employees, and to
dismiss such suits if the complaint fails to
state a claim or seeks monetary relief from
an immune defendant. This is a desirable
provision that could avoid some of the burden on states and local governments of responding to nonmeritorlous prisoner suits.
Section 6 provides that a court may order
revocation of good time credits for federal
prisoners if (1) the court finds that the prisoner flied a malicious or harassing civil
claim or testified falsely or otherwise knowingly presented false evidence or information
to the court, or (2) the Attorney General determines that one of these circumstances has
occurred and recommends revocation "of good
time credit to the court.
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We support this reform in principle. Engaging in malicious and harassing litigation,
and committing perjury or its equivalent,
are common forms of misconduct by prisoners. Like other prisoner misconduct, this
misconduct can appropriately be punished by
denial of good time credits.
However, the procedures specified in section 6 are Inconsistent with the normal a~
proach to denial of good time credits under
18 U.S.C. 3624. Singling out one form of misconduct for discretionary Judicial decisions
concerning denial of good time credits-where all other decisions of this type are
made by the Justice Department-would
work against consistency in prison dil!Ciplinary policies, and would make it difficult or
Impossible to coordinate sanctions imposed
for this type of misconduct with those imposed for other disciplinary violations by a
prisoner.
We accordingly recommend that §6 of S.
866 be revised to provide that (1) a court
may, and on motion of an adverse party
shall. make a determination whether a circumstance specified in the section has occurred (i.e., a malicious or harassing claim
or knowing falsehood), (2) the court's determination that such a circumstance occurred
shall be forwarded to the Attorney General,
and (3) on receipt of such a determination,
the Attorney General shall have the authority to deny good time credits to the prisoner.
We would be pleased to work with the sponsors to refine this proposal.
Section 7 of S. 866 strengthens the requirement of exhaustion of administrative remedies under CRIPA In prisoner suits. It is
substantially the same as part of §103 of S~ 3,
which we support.•
C. The STOP Provisions

As noted above, we support the basic objeetive of the STOP proposal, including particularly the principle that population caps must
be only a "last resort" measure. RespollSeS
to unconstitutional prison conditions must
be designed and Implemented in the manner
that is most consistent with public safety.
Incarcerated criminals should not enjoy opportunities for early release, and the system's general capacity to provide adequate
detention and correctional space should not
be impaired, where any feasible means exist
for avoiding such a result.
It is not necessary that prisons be comfortable or pleasant; the normal distresses
and hardships of incarceration are the just
consequences of the offenders' own conduct.
However, It ls necessary to recognize that
there is nevertheless a need for effective
safeguards against inhuman conditions in
prisons and other facilities. The constitutional provision enforced most frequently in
prison cases is the Eighth Amendment's IJ!'.'.0hibltlon of cruel and unusual punishment.
Among the conditions that have been found
to violate the Eighth Amendment are excessive violence, whether inflicted by guards or
by inmates under the supervision of indifferent guards, preventable rape, deliberate indifference to serious medical needs, and lack
of sanitation that jeopardizes health. Prison
crowding may also be a.contributing element
in a constitutional violation. For example,
when the number of inmates at a prison be- comes so large that sick inmates" cannot be
treated by a physician in a timely manner,
or when crowded conditions lead to a breakdown in security and contribute to violence
against inmates. the crowding can be addressed as a contributing cause of a constitutional violation. See generally Wilson v. Seiter,
501 U.S. 294 (1991); Rhodes v. Chapman, 452
U.S. 337 (1981).
•However, there Is a. typographic error In line 22 or
page e or the bill. The words "a.nd exha.usted" In t.1118
line should be "a.re exhausted."
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In considering reforms, it ls essential to re- state court, or Just suits in federal court. In
member that Inmates do suffer unconstitu- contrast to the current version of 18 U.S.C .
tional conditions of confinement, and ulti- .3626, the proposed revlslon-xcept for the
mately must reta.ln access to meaningful re- new prQ._vision restricting the use of masdress when such violations occur. While Con- ters-ls not, by its terms, limited to federal
gress may validly enact legislative direc- court proceedings. Hence, most parts of the
tions and guidance concerning the nature revision appear to be Intended to apply to
and extent of prison conditions remedies. It both federal and state court suits, and would
must also take care to ensure that any meas- probably be so construed by the courts. To
ures adopted do not deprive prisoners of ef- avoid extensive litigation over an issue that
fective remedies for real constitutional goes to the basic scope of the proposal, this
question should be clearly resolved one way
wrongs.
With this much background, I will now or the other by the text of the proposal.
turn to the specific provisions of the STOP · The analysis of constitutional issues raised
by this proposal must be mindful of certain
legislation.
The STOP provisions of 8. 400 and title ill fundamental ·principles. Congress possesses
significant
authority over the remedies
of H.R. 667-in proposed 18 U.S.C. 36?.6(a}provlde that prospective relief in prison con- available in the lower federal courts, subject
ditions suits small extend no fllrther than to the limitations of Article m, and can
necessary to remove the conditions causing eliminate the Jurisdiction of those courts althe deprivation of federal rights of individ- together. In the latter circumstance, state
ual plaintiffs, that S\lch relief must be nar- courts (and the U.S. Supreme Court on re- ·
rowly drawn and the least intrusive means of view) would rema.ln available to provide any
remedying the derivation, and. that substan- necessary constitutional remedies excluded
tial weight must be given to aiiy adverse im- from the jurisdiction of the inferior federal
pact on public safety or criminal Justice sys- courts. Congress also has authority to impose requirements that govern state courts
tem operations in determining Intrusiveness.
when they exercise concurrent Jurisdiction
They further provide that relief reducing or over
federal claim8, see Fielder v. Casey, 487
limiting prison population Is not allowed un- U.S. 131, 141 (1988), but if Congress purports
less crowding Is the primary cause of the to bar both federal and state courts from isdeprivation of a federal right and no other suing remedies necessary
to redress
relief will remedy that deprivation.
colorable constitutional violations, such legProposed 18 U.S.C. 3626(b) in the STOP pro- islation may violate due process. See, e.g.,
visions provides that any prospective relief Webster v. Dob, 486 U.S. 592, 603 (1988); Bowen
in a prison conditions action shall automati- v. Michigan Academy of Family Physicians,
cally terminate after two years (running 476 U.S. 667, 681 n.1:1 (1986); Bartlett v. Bowfrom the time the federal right violation Is man, 816 F .2d 695, 700--0'7 (D.C. Cir. 1987). We
found or enactment of the STOP legislation), therefore examine the proposal's various reand that such relief shall be immediately medial restrictions from that perspective. ·
terminated if it was approved or granted in
Proposed 18 U.S.C. 3626(a)(l) in the prothe absence of a Judicial finding that prison posal goes further than the current statute
conditions violated a federal right.
in ensuring that any relief ordered is narProposed·l8 U.S.C. 3626(c) in the STOP pro- rowly tailored. However, since it permits a
visions requires prompt judicial decisions of court to order the "relief . . . necessary to
motions to modify or terminate prospective remove the conditions that are causing the
relief in prison conditions suits, with auto- deprivation of . . . Federal rights," this asmatic stays of such relief 30 days after &iiW- pect of the proposal appears to be constitution is filed under 18 U.S.C. ~b), and after tionally unobjectionable, ·even if it coniii) days in any other case.
· ·· · strains both state and federal courts.
Proposed 18 U.S.C. 3626(d) in the STOP proProposed 18 U.S.C. 3626(a)(2) bars relief
visions confers standing to oppose relief that that reduces or limits prison population unreduces or limits prison population on any less crowding is the primary cause of the
federal, state, of local official or unit of gov- deprivation of a federal right and no other
- ernment whose Jurisdiction or function in- relief will remedy the deprivation. We
cludes the prosecution or custody of persons strongly support the principle that measures
in a prison subject to such relief, or who oth- limiting prison population should be the last
erwise may be affected by such relief.
resort in prison conditions remedies. RemProposed 18 U.S.C. 3626(e) in the STOP pro- edies must be carefully tailored so as to
visions prohibits the use of masters in prison avoid or keep to an absolute minimum any
conditions suits In federal court, except for resulting costs to public safety. Measures
use of magistrates to make proposed findings that result in the early release of incarcerconcerning complicated factual issues. Pro- ated cr1mlnals, or impair the system's genposed 18 U.S.C. 3626(0 in the STOP provisions eral capacity to provide adequate detention
imposes certain limitations on awards of at- and correctional space, must be avoided·
torney's fees in prison conditions suits under when any other feasible means exist for remfederal civil rights laws.
edying constitutional violations.
Finally, the STOP provisions provide that
Certain features of the formulation of prothe new version of 18 U.S.C. 3626 shall apply posed 18 U.S.C. 3626(a)(2) however, raise conto all relief regardless of whether it was stitutional
concerns.
In
certain
ciroriginally granted or approved before, on, or cumstances, prison overcrowding may result
after its enactment.
in a violation of the Eighth Amendment. see
The bills leave unresolved certain interpre- Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 U.S. 337 (1981).
tive questions. While the revised section con- Hence, assuming that this provision contains some references to deprivation of fed- strains both state and federal courts, it
eral rights, several parts of the section are would be exposed to constitutional challenge
not explicitly limited in this manner, and as precluding adequate remedy for a conmight be understood as limiting relief based stitutional
violation
in
certain
ciron state law claims In prison conditions cumstances. For example, severe safety hazsuits in state courts. The Intent of the pro- ards or lack of basic sanitation might be the
posal, however, is more plausibly limited to primary cause of unconstitutional conditions
setting standards for relief which ls based on in a faclllty, yet extreme overcrowding
claimed violations of federal rights or im- might be a substitute and Independent, but
posed by federal court orders. If so, this secondary, cause of such conditions. Thus,
point should be made clearly in relation to this provision could foreclose any relief that
reduces or limits prison population through
all parts of the proposal.
A second interpretive question is whether ii. civil action in such a case, even if no other
the proposed revision of 18 U.S.C. 3626 affects form of relief would rectify the unconstituprison conditions suits in both federal and tional condition of overcrowding.
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This problem might be avoided through an
interpretation of the notion of a covered
"civil action" under the revised section as
not including habeas corpus proceedings in
state or federal court which are brought to
obtain relief from unconstitutional conditions of confinement. See e.g., Praiser v.
Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 475, 499 (1973). However,
this depends on an uncertain construction of
the proposed statute, and the proposal's objectives could be undermined if the extent of
remedial authority depended on the form of
the action (habeas proceedings vs. regular
civil action). Since the relief available In habeas proceedings In this context could be
limited to release from custody, reliance on
such proceedings as an alternative could
carry heavy costs In relation to this proposal's ev:ldent objective of limiting the ,release
of prisoners as a remedy for unconstitutional
prison conditions.
·
A more satisfactory and certain resolution
of the problem· would be to delete the requirement In proposed 18 U.8.C. 3626(aX2)
that crowding must be the primary cause of
the deprivation of a Cederal right. Thls would
avoid potential constitutional infirmity
while preserving the requirement that prison
caps and the like can only be used where no
other remedy would work. ··
rrooosed 18 U.S.C. 3626(bl-=-which automatically terminates prospective relief after
two years, and provides !or the immediate
termination of prospective relief approved
without a Judicial finding of violation of a
federal righ~raises additional constitutional concerns. It is possible that prison
conditions held unconstitutional by a court
may persist for more than two years after
the court has found the violation, and while
the court order directing prospective relief is
stUl outstanding. Hence, this provision
might be challenged on constitutional
grounds as foreclosing adequate Judicial relief for a continuing constitutional violation.
However, we believe that this provision is
constitutionally sustainable against such a
challenge because it would not cut off all alternative forms of judicial relief, even if·it
applies both to state court and federal court
suits. The possib111ty of construing the statute as not precluding relief through habeas
corpus proceedings has been noted above (as
has the possiblllty that habeas may provide
only limited relieO, More importantly, the
section does not appear to foreclose an aggrieved prisoner from instituting a new and
separate civil action based on constitutional
violations that persisted after the automatic
termfnatlon of the prior relief.
A more pointed constitutional concern
arises from the potential application of the
restrictions of proposed 18 U.S.C. 3626(b) to'
terminate uncompleted prospective relief ordered in judgments that became final prior
to the legislation's enactment. The application of these restrictions to such relief raises
constitutional concerns under t,he Supreme
Court's recent decision in Plauty, Spendthrift Farm, Inc., 115 S.Ct. 1447 (1995). The
Court held in that case that legislation
which retroactively interferes with flnal
judgments can constitute an unconstitutional encroachment on judicial authority.
It Is uncertain whether Plaut's ltQ.1..!tt.r;i.s:_apP.lies with full forCLtQJ..M.. PI·ol!~()tive, long:
~rnL.relie.L~Jll.lll.Y.a.1n.<l h;u>rtson conditllmlLJL~. II9W.!'IV!ll'.~..K the_ d(l()ision does
fJlU~.fil!.P.~ In this QQI1t{l~1;, _1;!!e ~ap.Pli~tion of
11rooosed 18 U.S,.Q,_~91J& o_rders in pre-ena.c;tment flnal_Jy_ggm!)p.J;.!i would raise serious
constltution~roblems.
----wnITewe.6elievetliafinost features of that
STOP proposal are constitutionally sustainable, at least in prospective· effect, we find
two aspects of the legislation to be particularly problematic for policy reasons. .
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First, the proposal apparently limits propectlve relief to cases Involving a judicial
llndlng of a violation of a federal right. This
could create a very substantial Impediment
to the settlement of prison conditions suitseven, if all Interested parties are fully satisfied with the proposed resolution-because
the defendants might effectively have to
concede that they have caused or tolerated
unconstitutional conditions In their facilities in order to secure judicial approval of
the settlement. This would result in lltigation that no one wants, if the defendants
were unwllllng to make such a damaging admission, and could require judicial resolution of matters that would otherwise be
more promptly resolved by the parties in a
mutually agreeable manner.
Second, we are concerned about the provision that would automatically terminate
any prospective rellef after two years. In
some cases the unconstitutional conditions
on which relief is premised w!ll not be corrected within this tlmeframe, resulting In a
need for further prison conditions litigation.
The Justice Department and other plaintiffs,
would h&ve to refile caaes in order to achieve
the objectives of the original order, and defendants would h&ve the burden of responding to these new suits. Both for reasons of judicial economy, and for the effective protection of constitutional rights, we should aim
at the resolution of disputes without unnecessary lltlgatlon and periodic disruptions of
ongoing remedial efforts. This point applies
with particular force where the new litigation w!ll revisit matters that have already
been adjudicated and resolved in an earlier
judgment.
Existing law, in .18 U.S.C. 3626(c), already
requires that any order of consent decree
seeking to remedy an Eighth Amendment
violation be reopened at the behest of a defendant for recommended modification at a
minimum of two year Intervals. This provision could be strengthened to give eligible
lntervenors under the STOP proposal, Including prosecutors, the same right to periodic reconsideration of prison conditions orders and consent decrees. This would be a
more reasonable approach to guarding
against the unnecessary continuation of orders than imposition of an unqualified, automatic time limit on all orders of this type.

Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, for
the better part of an hour we have notified Members through the communication system that we are ready to
go to third reading and finalize, first of
all, the managers' package-for the
better part of an hour. And I think it
has now reached a reasonable period of
time to bring this to a halt.
So I want to say that at 5:~in 15
minutes-I will a.sk for the lifting of
the quorum and the Chair will put the
question. So that will mean we have
waited for an hour and 10 minutes for
anyone to exercise their parliamentary
right. I think that is a fairly good test
of knowing if anyone is interested in
doing so. Then we will move to the
third reading following the adoption of
the managers' package.
Mr. FAIRCLOTH addressed the
Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from North Carolina.
Mr. FAIRCLOTH. Mr. President, I
a.sk unanimous consent to speak as in
morning business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The Senator is recognized.

COMMON SENSE PRODUCT
LIABILITY REFORM ACT
Mr. FAIRCLOTH. Mr. President, I
rise in strong support of the conference
report on H.R. 956, the Common Sense
Product Liability Reform Act.
The legislation is modest in its
reach, but it includes long-overdue
changes,' and it pulls together commonsense reforms that command broad
support in this Congress.
Nonetheless, President Clinton announced that he will veto the bill and
if, indeed, he does veto this legislation,
he will line up with the special interests-the trial lawyers-rather than
the American people.
The President refused to buck the
trial lawyers la.st year, also, and he vetoed securities litigation reform. His
veto wa.s overridden by a bipartisan
vote. The senior Senator from Connecticut, Senator DODD, brought strong
support from the other side of the
aisle, and we overrode the veto. It wa.s
not a radical bill. It was a. balanced
bill, modest reform. But the trial lawyers handed him the veto pen, and, political considerations at the forefront,
he signed on the dotted line to veto securities reform.
Likewise, the Product Liability Reform Act is not radical legislation, as
Presidential campaign aides insist. It
addresses some of the principal
abuses-our efforts to pass an expansive bill failed-and it, too, ha.s a broad
base of support. Just look a.t the bipartisan leadership on this bill. But despite the consensus for the bill, President Clinton again will do the trial
lawyers' bidding, a.nd he insists that he
will veto yet another reform measure.
The argument that this legislation
goes too far just does not hold up. The
conference report wa.s hammered out
with the 60 votes for cloture in mind. It
is, by definition, a consensus bill. So,
let the facts be clear, this veto is not
about consumer protection-the triil.J.
lawyers are worried about changes to a
legal racket tha.t took them years to
build-it is about political considerations in an election year. So, despite all the White House rhetoric about wages and growth, the
President will ta.ke a stand for growth,
but it will not be for growth in jobs.
No, it will be for continued growth in
the frivolous lawsuits that swell court
dockets and cost American jobs.
The American tort system is far and
away the most expensive of a.ny industrialized country. It cost $152 billion in
1994. This is equivalent to 2.2 percent of
the gross domestic product. This ha.s
serious economic implications, a.nd, in
fact, it is estimated tha.t the legal system keeps the growth of our gross domestic product approximately 10 percent below its potential.
We have heard a lot of discussion
about economic growth, but I believe
that a. good legal reform bill is, in effect, a growth bill.
The costs of these baseless lawsuits
are profound-lost jobs, good products
withdrawn from the market, medical
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research discontinued, and limited economic growth-all because our tort
system is far too expensive.
We do not have the votes for general
legal reform in this Chamber. I wish we
did. However, we do have the votes for
limited product liability reform, and
we now have a bill that addresses the
principal abuses.
President Clinton will be forced to
choose sides on this bill. I hope he will
reconsider his announcement and line
up with the American workers rather
than the trial lawyers. This bill will reduce the costs of frivolous lawsuitsthe cases that compel companies to
settle rather than risk ruin in the
hands of juries run amok-and it will
boost capital investment in our factories. Consequently, this legislation
will
generate
jobs-manufacturing
jobs-and strengthen our industrial
base. This is good economics, and, Mr.
President, it is good for the working
people of tliis country.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, for
the better pa.rt of a.n hour we have no- ·
tified Members through the communication system that we are ready to
go to third reading and finalize, first of
all, the managers' package-for the
better part of an hour. And I think it
ha.s now reached a reasonable period of
time to bring this to a halt.
So I want to say that at 5:~in 15
minutes-I will ask for the lifting of
the quorum and the Chair will put the
question. So that will mean we have
waited for an hour a.nd 10 minutes for.
anyone to exercise their parliamentary
right. I think that is a fairly good test
of knowing if anyone is 'interested in
doing so. Then we will move to the
third reading followin&- the adoption of
the managers' package.
Several Senators addressed the
Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from South Carolina.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, may I
proceed for 5 minutes?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
__
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, in r.8sponse to my distinguished friend from·
North . Carolina-and I know North
Carolina very well-I would challenge
the distinguished Senator to name the
industry that refused to come to North
Carolina, or to Tennessee, on account
of product liability. Specifically, the
State of North Carolina, a.s well as my
State of South Carolina, ha.s foreign industry galore. They talk about the
international competition, and within
that international competition we just
located, with respect to investment
Hoffman· La.Roche from Switzerland,
the finest medical-pharmaceutical facility that you could possibly imagine;
with respect to the matter of photographic papers, Fuji ha.s a beautiful
new plant there; and we have Hitachi,
a coil roller bearings, and we have over
40 industries from Japan and 100 from
Germany ..The distinguished Presiding

